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FAMILY-FRIENDLY AND
WELLNESS BENEFITS
OVERALL, IN THE LAST YEAR, FAMILY-FRIENDLY BENEFITS
HAVE LARGELY HELD STEADY, WITH 67% OF RESPONDENTS
REPORTING THAT THEIR ORGANIZATION HAS NOT MADE ANY
CHANGES IN THIS CATEGORY IN THE PAST TWELVE MONTHS.
FOR WELLNESS BENEFITS, 20% OF RESPONDENTS REPORTED
THAT THEIR ORGANIZATION HAD INCREASED WELLNESS
BENEFIT OFFERINGS IN THE PREVIOUS TWELVE MONTHS.
Though year-over-year changes in benefits do not tend to give
much insight into the true direction of the benefits landscape, they
can provide additional context to anecdotal stories about benefits.
In the case of family-friendly benefits in 2019, the year-over-year
trends show that while the category is holding relatively steady,
there has been a somewhat noticeable decline in the prevalence of
dependent care spending and non-healthcare spousal/domestic
partner benefits. Dependent care flexible spending accounts (FSAs)
have contracted almost ten percent, and domestic partner benefits
have continued a downward slide that began in 2018.
While these declines cannot be traced directly back to any one
cause, it is possible that continuing rulings including those for
marriage equality have resulted in fewer organizations offering
domestic partner benefits. Employees who previously made use of
domestic partner benefits, including LGBTQ employees, may now
instead be able to use spousal benefits to supply coverage to their
partners.
The decline in dependent care FSAs may be one of the results of
the Tax Cuts and Job Act passed in late 2017. Additionally, rising
healthcare costs continue to encompass a greater percentage of
overall benefits spend, contributing to declines in other benefits.
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BIGGEST CHANGES BY
PERCENTAGE SINCE 2018

DEPENDENT CARE FLEXIBLE
SPENDING ACCOUNTS HAVE
DECLINED 8%

PERSONAL AND LIFE COACHING
HAS DECLINED 13%

STANDING DESKS HAVE
INCREASED 7%
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New Child Benefits
There have been some minor increases in new
child benefits in the last year.
For organizations looking to recruit or retain large
numbers of younger workers, human resources
leaders may consider beefing up new-child
benefits.
As Millennial parents increasingly decide to
continue working, even with new children,
employers offering better support for parents will
become more attractive.1
Increases in mother’s rooms, (see fig to the right)
lactation support services (up 6% in the last five
years), and on-ramping programs for parents reentering the workforce (now 12%, up 10% since
2015) show that organizations are modifying their
family-friendly benefits offerings as younger
workers, particularly Millennials, now make up the
largest generation in the workforce.2

Mother’s rooms, or lactation rooms, are separate
rooms that go above and beyond ACA requirements
that employees be “shielded from view” and “free
from intrusion” during their breaks. They have shown
more than 15% gains in the past 5 years.
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PARENTAL
LEAVE,
FAMILY
LEAVE, AND
ELDER CARE
LEAVE ARE
DISCUSSED
IN THE
LEAVE AND
FLEXIBILITY
REPORT

THE OLIVE FOOD MAGAZINE

BETTER WORKPLACES
BETTER WORLD

Family-friendly benefits, particularly child
care and elder care, can provide tangible
benefit to both employees and
employers.3 Benefits of these kinds are
sometimes linked to:

Reductions in stress and caretakingrelated absenteeism

Better employee retention and
productivity

Improved diversity and inclusion in
workplaces

Child Care and Elder Care
Child care benefits have shown very little change in either yearover-year or five-year comparisons. Bringing children to work in an
emergency is relatively common— around 25% of organizations
allow workers to do so— but other child care benefits are more
rare.
Similarly, elder care benefits have been mostly unchanged over the
past year, with minor increases since 2015. While gradually
increasing, elder care benefits beyond leave benefits are still
uncommon, with 10% or less of respondents reporting their
organization having any type. The most common elder care benefit,
available in 10% of organizations, is elder care referral services.

PROVIDING CHILD OR ELDER CARE
BENEFITS CAN BE A DIFFERENTIATOR
Today there are five generations working side-by-side, each with
different family-friendly benefit needs. As a result, there may be an
increased need for employers to restructure benefits to provide
support through child care and elder care benefits.
The aging U.S. population will also impact this aspect of benefits,
and employers should expect more workers to want elder care
benefits. Some workers may need particular help as they balance
working with caring for both minor children and aging parents.
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Wellness Programs and Events
Broadly, wellness programs did not show any changing
trend in the past year. Fifty-eight percent of
organizations report offering general wellness programs
in 2019. While wellness benefits have been heavily
discussed and marketed to employees over the last 10
years in particular, 5 year trends actually show
moderate declines in many of the more traditional
wellness activities. Preventative programs specifically
targeting employees with chronic health conditions
have decreased from 40% in 2015 to 24% in 2019.
Onsite health screening programs have seen less
significant, though still considerable, declines as well,
with only 31% of organizations offering them this year
(43% in 2015). Some of these benefits may not be
disappearing entirely any time soon; health insurers
continue to expand their presence in the wellness
space, particularly in the areas which may result in lower
costs of insurance later on. Wellness programs that offer
potential health insurance premium discounts to
employees are also increasingly being offered by the
insurers themselves.
As healthcare providers begin to take on more of the
traditional wellness benefits, employers are able to offer
more niche and creative options directly to their
workforce. These offerings can be intensely customized
to the particular needs of the workforce, as they tend to
be relatively low cost and easy to establish. Wellness
classes, services, and tools, as well as wellness spaces
are all benefits that employers can set up with relative
ease.
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EMPLOYERS TARGET
MENTAL HEALTH AND
STRESS WITH WELLNESS
SPACES AND SERVICES
As U.S. workers continue to report high
levels of stress and anxiety, employers
are beginning to offer more benefits and
solutions specifically targeted at
increasing mental wellness. Long term
stress and anxiety can negatively impact
employees in many ways, including
deteriorating health and productivity.4
Programs in this area have seen slow
but steady increases over the last five
years. Onsite stress management
programs (13% in 2019), and
meditation/mindfulness/contemplative
programs (11%) are designed to help
employees manage stress, and benefits
like onsite massage therapy (13%) can
help combat the physical effects of
stress and anxiety.

Wellness Classes, Services, and Tools
Wellness classes and services can be powerful tools for
employee engagement, if properly selected and
attuned to meet the needs of workers.
These benefits have shown minor increases in prevalence for the most part, with the major exception of
personal and life coaching. Personal and life coaching, offered by 46% of organizations in 2015 and 27% in
2018, continued its five-year decline to only 14% in 2019. CPR/first training continues to be the most broadly
offered benefit in this category, with over half of organizations offering it.
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NOT JUST FOR TODDLERS:
ARE NAP ROOMS AN
IMPORTANT BENEFIT?
While companies offering nap rooms to their
employees have gotten a lot of press over the
last year, the reality is that very few organizations
offer such a benefit to their workers—only 4% in
2019, with little change in the last five years.
Far more common are onsite quiet rooms,
provided for employees’ personal use, now
available in 21% of organizations. These rooms
are often used for meditation and prayer.
While taking a nap at work might appeal to
some, most organizations don’t want their
employees sleeping on the job.

Fitness Centers, Classes, and
Equipment
Though in the last few years wellness has
become about much more than physical
fitness, fitness is still a major component and a
relatively common benefit category.
Whether onsite or offsite, through a center, a
class, a subsidy or reimbursement, around
one-third of organizations are providing their
employees benefits to help support their
physical well-being, although offsite offerings
remain slightly more common (32%) than
onsite (29%).
Some organizations offer company-provided
fitness bands or activity trackers, designed to
help encourage employees to stay active
during the work day as well as in their offhours.

Wellness Spaces
The largest increase in of all wellness benefits over
the last five years is the standing desk. Only offered
by a quarter of employers five years ago, now 60%
of organizations say that they provide or subsidize
the cost of switching an employee’s desk from a
sitting desk to a standing desk.
Wellness spaces can provide employees with a
respite from the stresses of their day, and spaces
like quiet rooms also double as inclusionary
benefits to help satisfy diverse workforces.
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Frequency Tables for Family-Friendly
and Wellness Benefits

Family-Friendly Benefits
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SEE THE EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
REPORT FOR A FULL INVENTORY
OF BENEFITS OFFERINGS IN 2019
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Wellness Benefits
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Methodology Note
Sixty-thousand U.S.-based SHRM members were invited by e-mail to participate in this survey, which was
fielded March 31-April 30, 2019. There were 2,763 survey participants, yielding a response rate of about 5%.
For full survey methodology and demographic information, please see the Executive Summary report.

